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Abstract 
A “bad Bore1 subfield” of a space X is an infinite countably g-generated u-subfield of Bore1 
sets none of which (other than 8 and X) is open or closed. X has “very bad Bore1 subfields” if, 
for each countable ordinal CY, there is such a field of Bore1 sets none of which (other than 0 and 
X) is of Bore1 class less than (Y. Under suitable conditions on X, such fields are constructed, and 
a possible alternative construction is discussed. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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In memory of Kiiti Morita 
Let B(X) denote the a-field of all Bore1 subsets of an infinite Hausdorff space X. 
D. Maharam asked (orally) whether there can be an infinite, countably a-generated U- 
subfield C of E?(X) such that the only open sets in C are 0 and X? If so, we say for 
short that C is a “a-field of bad Bore1 sets”, and that X has a “bad Bore1 subfield’. 
If we assume a little more about X-that it is strongly Hausdorff (i.e., two distinct 
points have neighborhoods with disjoint closures)-the question can be answered as 
follows: 
Theorem 1. Let X be an injinite strongly Hausdorf space. A necessary and sufJicient 
condition that X have a bad Bore1 subjield is that the derived set X’ (consisting of the 
nonisolated points of X) be injkite. 
Proof. The “necessity” holds under rather weaker conditions; we show: 
(N) If X is an injinite Tl space such that X’ is fmite, then X has no bad Bore1 
subjields. 
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For suppose C is a countably a-generated a-subfield of 23(X) and that its only 
nonempty closed member is X; we show that C is finite. Let Gt , Gz, . . , G,, . . 
g-generate C. Define an equivalence relation on X by 
J: N y H z and y are in exactly the same members of C. 
Each equivalence class [z], z E X, is an intersection of the form n{Hn: n E IV} where, 
for each n, 17, is either G, or its complement. Hence [z] E C (and is an atom of C). 
By assumption, X’ is finite; and we may assume X’ # 8 since otherwise every subset 
of X is open (and closed). So let X’ = {pt ,~2, . . , p,} where n > 0. Consider 
Y = X\([pl] U...U [p,]); 
it is a member of C different from X, and (being disjoint from X’) is open. Hence Y = 0 
and [PI] U . U [pn] = X. Thus C consists of the unions of the (at most) n atomic sets 
Ipi] and is finite, as claimed. 
For the converse direction we require a lemma: 
Lemma 2. Given an in$nite subset A of a strongly Hausdolfs space X, there is an 
in$nite family of pairwise disjoint open subsets VI, U2, . . . of X, each of which meets A. 
Proof (Sketch). Pick distinct a, b E A and take open sets U, V containing a and b, 
respectively with disjoint closures. Then (X\u) U (X\v) = X, so at least one of X\g, 
X\v, meets A in an infinite set; say (X\g) n A is infinite. Define Ut = U, replace A 
by A\??, and iterate. 0 
To prove “sufficiency” in Theorem 1, suppose X is a strongly Hausdorff space with 
infinite derived set, and apply Lemma 2 to A = X’, obtaining pairwise disjoint open 
sets Ul,Uz,... each meeting X’. The sets UI U U2, U, U U4, . . . , U2k_I U u2k, . . are 
likewise pairwise disjoint open sets, and each of them meets X’ in at least 2 different 
points. Renumber these sets into a double-ended sequence {I&: n E Z}, and for each 
n E Z pick distinct points p,, qn E V, n X’. Define 
v; = x\ u {K: n E Z\(O)}, V,*=Vn ifn#O; 
these are pairwise disjoint sets covering X, and V,+ is open if n # 0, hence closed if 
n = 0. For each n E Z put 
Again these are pairwise disjoint Bore1 sets covering X. The a-field C they a-generate 
consists of the unions U{Wn: n E J}, J C %; its atoms are of course the sets IV,. We 
show C is “bad” by showing that if C E C is closed and nonempty, then C = X. 
For C = U{ W,: n E J} for some J c Z, where J # 0. Suppose no E J; we show 
no + 1 is also in J. For if not, C n Wn,,+r = 0, so in particular qno $ C. But qno E X’, 
so every neighborhood of qno meets X\{q,,}, and, if small enough, will be contained 
in Vn,\{p,,,} and will therefore meet V,,\{p,, , qnO} c W,, c C. So qn,, E ??. Since 
qno $ C this contradicts the assumption that C is closed. 
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Similarly (via pn,) we see that no E J =+ no - 1 E J. Thus J = Z and C = X, as 
claimed. 0 
Remark. I do not know whether “strongly Hausdorff” can be weakened to “Hausdorff” 
in Theorem 1. (It would suffice that Lemma 2 holds under this weaker assumption.) 
As the next theorem shows, “Hausdorff” suffices if we assume rather more about the 
structure of X in other respects. 
Theorem 3. Let X be a Hausdor# space for which X’ is injinite, and suppose that 
either 
(a) X has a nonempty dense-in-itselfsubspace (i.e., is not scattered) or 
(b) X satisfies the first axiom of countability. 
Then X has a bad Bore1 subfield. 
Proof. First assume (a). Let Y be a nonempty dense-in-itself subset of X, and pick 
yo E Y. There is pr E Y different from 1~0, and there are disjoint neighborhoods Ni of 
yo, Ui of pr, both open in X. Take pz E Y n Ni different from ys, and choose disjoint 
open neighborhoods N2 of ya, UZ of pz, with NZ U UZ C Nr. And so on. In this way 
we obtain an infinite sequence of pairwise disjoint open sets Ui , U2, . . . , U,, . . . , each 
meeting Y and a fortiori meeting X’. The argument proving sufficiency in Theorem 1 
now applies unchanged. 
Next assume (b). The desired conclusion is proved if (a) holds, so we may assume 
that X is scattered. If X’ had only a finite number of isolated points (i.e., isolated 
in X’), say UI,UZ,. . . ,un, then X’\{ai,az,. . . , a,} would be a nonempty dense-in- 
itself subset of X, contrary to the assumption. So we can choose an infinite sequence 
A = {a,: n E R?} of distinct points of X’, each isolated in X’. For each n E N take a 
neighborhood of a, in X’, say V,, open relative to X’ and such that V, n X’ = {a,}. 
Then X’\{a,} = X’\V,, which is closed in X, so a, has a neighborhood U,, open in 
X, such that U, n X’ = {a,}. In particular, a, $ U, if m # R. (Of course, the sets U, 
need not be pairwise disjoint.) 
Using “first countability”, take (for each n E N) open sets Unk (k E N), with U, > 
U,,l > “. > U& > “‘, forming a neighborhood base at a,. We construct a double 
sequence {pn~: R, k E N} of points of X, with p& E u&, in such a way that all these 
points are different from each other and from the points of A. To do this, pick the points 
in order of increasing n + k; more precisely, say pmh precedes p,k if m + h < 72 + k, 
or if m + h = 72 + k and m < R. There are at each stage infinitely many points in 
unk\{a,} from which to choose pnk, and only finitely many previously chosen points 
to avoid (the avoidance of a,, with m # n is automatic by choice of U,). 
Put F, = {pnk: k E N} U {a,}. The sets Fl, F2,. are pairwise disjoint and closed; 
F,nA = {a,}; and (the object of the construction) F,,\{u~} is not closed. The remainder 
of the proof is essentially the same as that of the sufficiency in Theorem 1, the sets U, 
of that proof being replaced by the respective sets F,. 0 
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Remark. Theorem 3 is not included in Theorem 1; there are infinite first countable (in 
fact second countable) nonscattered Hausdorff spaces with infinite derived set that are 
Hausdorff but not strongly Hausdorff. (See, for instance, Example 60 in [3].) 
The bad Bore1 subfields constructed so far consist of Bore1 sets of rather simple type; 
if X is metrizable (or if merely each open set is F,), each C E C in Theorems 1 and 3 
is at worst of “ambiguous class 1” (both F, and G6). In contrast, let us say that a 
metrizable space X has “very bad Bore1 subfield? if, for each countable ordinal LY, there 
is a countably a-generated infinite a-subfield C of B(X) with the property that none of 
its members, except for 8 and X, is of Bore1 class less than Q. 
Theorem 4. Let X be an uncountable separable metric absolute Bore1 space (01; eguiv- 
alently, an uncountable Bore1 subset of a Polish space). Then X has very bad Bore1 
subjelds. 
Proof. The property of having “very bad Bore1 subfield? is evidently preserved by 
generalized homeomorphisms (cf. [l, p. 3761); and every two uncountable separable 
metric absolute Bore1 sets are generalized homeomorphic [ 1, p. 4501. So it suffices to 
prove Theorem 4 for any one particular space of this kind, and for convenience we 
choose X = lR2. 
Fix a complementary pair A, B of Bore1 subsets of IR of exact class greater than a, 
and for each n E Z put 
A, = {n} x A, & = {n} x B, D,=(n,n+l)xR. 
Define C, = D, U A, U &+I. 
The sets C, (n E Z) are pairwise disjoint Bore1 sets with union X(= lR2). Take C to be 
the a-field (of subsets of X) that they o-generate, consisting of all unions U{Cn: n E J}, 
J C Z; the sets C, are the atoms of C. Suppose E E C is of Bore1 class 6 a and is 
not empty; we show E = X. The argument is familiar: E = U{Cn: n E J} for some 
nonempty J c Z. If no E J then no - 1 E J also, since otherwise the intersection of 
E with the closed set {no} x JR will be just A,,, forcing A,, (and hence A), to be of 
class < a, a contradiction. Similarly no E J implies no + 1 E J, and thus J = Z and 
E=X. 0 
Remark. The requirement, in Theorem 4, that X be an absolute Bore1 space, is not 
superfluous; it is (relatively) consistent with ZFC that there are uncountable subspaces 
of lR (“Q-sets”) all of whose subsets are both F, and Gs. (See, for example, [2, p 2111.) 
Another approach 
The foregoing constructions (of bad and very bad Bore1 subfields) have all been based 
on a single idea; one symptom of this is that the subfields C so far constructed have all 
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had only countably many atoms. A different approach may thus be of interest, though it 
has led so far only to partial results in special cases. 
Define a topological space to have “nontrivial Bore1 structure” if it has a Bore1 subset 
that is neither open nor closed. (For instance, a Hausdorff space with two or more non- 
isolated points has this property.) 
Theorem 5. Let X = n{Yn: n E RI] where each Y, has nontrivial Bore1 structure. 
Then X has a bad Bore1 subjield C with continuum many atoms. 
Proof. In each Y, take a Bore1 subset B, that is neither open nor closed in Y,; denote 
its complement (in Y,) by E&-l), and put B, (1) = B,. For each sequence E = 
(~1, ~2,. . . ,E,, . .) of &l’s, consider the subset E(E) = n{&(~,): n E N} of X. As 
E varies in (-1, l} No, the sets E(E) are pairwise disjoint Bore1 subsets in X, with union 
X. They g-generate a a-subfield C of B(X), consisting of all countable or co-countable 
unions of E(E)‘s, of which they are the atoms. C is also a-generated by a countable 
family of sets. namely those of the form 
B,(E,) x B*(Q) x .‘. x B,(En) x Y,+, x Yn+2 x ‘. * . 
Suppose C E C is closed and nonempty; we show C = X. Consider 
P = (Pl,P2,. . . ,pn,. .) E c. 
For each i E N put 
S, = {PI} x {I%} x “’ x {pi-,} x K x {Pi+,} x ‘.’ 
If Si n C contains a point of 
{PII x b2) x “’ x {Pr-I) x &(I) x {Pi+,} x . 
it must contain all of 
{PI> x {P2) x .‘. x {Pi-l} x R(l) x {I-%+1} x .‘. , 
and similarly for Bi (- 1). Thus Si n C must have the form 
{Pl) X {P2} x .‘. x {Pi-l} x zi x {Pi+,} x .“> 
where 2, is one of&(l), I$-1) or x. L e 7ri denote the projection of X onto its ith t 
factor Yi,; it induces a homeomorphism of S, onto Y,, which must map the closed subset 
Si n C of Si onto a closed subset of Yi. Thus 2, = 7ri (Si f’ C) cannot be Bi (1) or 
Bi(-l), so it must be Y,. 
This shows that, for each p E C and i E N, C contains 
{PI} x “’ X {pi-l} X Y, X {&+I} X .” . 
It follows easily that C also contains 
Y, X Y2 X “’ X Yi X {pi+,} X (pi+2} X ‘.‘, 
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so that C contains 
U{yl x ... xu, x{Pi+l}x{pi+2}x~~~: im}.
But this set is dense in X, and C is closed. Hence C = X, as claimed. 0 
Remark. The argument applies equally to the complete field C’, consisting of all unions 
of the sets E(E); however, this will include some non-Bore1 sets in general. 
More generally, given a countable ordinal a, say that a metrizable space Y has “non- 
trivial Bore1 structure of order a” if it has a Bore1 subset of exact class greater than a. 
(For instance, every uncountable separable metric absolute Bore1 space has this property.) 
Suppose X = n{Yn: 72 E N} where each Y, has nontrivial Bore1 structure of order (Y, 
and pick a Bore1 subset B, of Y, of exact class greater than a. Define the a-subfield C 
of L?(X) exactly as in the proof of Theorem 5. Can C have a member, other than 0 and 
X, that is of class less than a? If the answer is “No”, as seems plausible, this would 
provide an alternative proof of Theorem 4, in which the ‘very bad Bore1 subfield” would 
have c atoms. The proof of Theorem 5 is easily modifiable to apply to this more general 
case, except for the concluding step (C = X); which is no longer obvious. Can the gap 
be filled? 
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